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Jeff Hohlstein is a Community Traffic Safety Team member in 
Clay County, Florida. From 2009 through 2016 he was a 
Traffic Cycling Instructor certified by multiple organizations.

There he learned a lot about vehicles’ next actions without 
looking at the driver. He also adopted OODA, a quick 
decision-making tool originally developed for combat by 
Retired Colonel John "Forty-Second" Boyd, USAF. The OODA 
Loop is easily adopted to defensive driving, to help you see 
and avoid conflicts before they become crashes.



OODA
• Quick Decision-Making Tool
• Adopted to Defensive Driving
• Disciplined Way of Thinking
• See and Avoid Conflicts

Developed by Retired Colonel 
John "Forty-Second" Boyd, USAF



OODA is an acronym for:
Observe
Orient
Decide
Act

Developed by Retired Colonel 
John "Forty-Second" Boyd, USAF



The OODA Loop

Observe > Orient > Decide > Act
Then do it again!

Developed by Retired Colonel 
John "Forty-Second" Boyd, USAF



Three Mississippi’s
• Three Seconds Safe Following Distance
•Observe > Orient > Decide > Act
First, we observe. Pick a landmark by the vehicle ahead. The vehicle ahead is just passing a light post.

Begin counting, One Mississippi, Two Mississippi, Three Mississippi.

If the light post hasn’t passed your hood by then, you’re at least three seconds back. 
Now you’re oriented and your decision would be to maintain that safe distance.

If the post passed before the three seconds, you’re too close. 
Slow your speed, increase distance, and count again.



Three Mississippi’s

ONE Mississippi TWO Mississippi THREE Mississippi

Repeat whenever you change speeds, as the safe following distance also changes.

There are other ways to count seconds, but with the Mississippi’s you can’t cheat, 
there are too many syllables.



A Vehicle’s Front Wheels
•Notice the front wheels’ rotation
•Observe > Orient > Decide > Act
A vehicle’s front wheels can tell a lot, often more than looking at the driver’s head.

Notice the front wheels’ rotation as the vehicle comes to a stop, then accelerates. 
You can see what the vehicle is doing quicker than you can detect its motion.

This is especially important when vehicles approach your lane from the side



A Vehicle’s Front Wheels



A Vehicle’s Front Wheels

• The wheels point to where the car will go when the turn is completed.



Any place where a vehicle, cyclist 
or pedestrian can enter your lane:
• Complex signalized intersections

• with dedicated Left-Turn Lanes
• with Yield on Right Turn Turnouts

• Simple signalized intersections
• Stop signed cross streets
• Center medians
• Parking lots
• Driveways

What’s an Intersection?



Approaching Intersections
Observe > Orient > Decide > Act



Approaching Intersections
Observe > Orient > Decide > Act
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Stopping at a Stop Sign

•Check full right for pedestrians and cyclists

•Observe > Orient > Decide > Act



•Check for right to left traffic
•Check across for pedestrians and cyclists, 

and opposing traffic



•Check full left for pedestrians and cyclists
• Finally, check for left to right traffic



At the Stopping Bar
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1

Right Turn with Yield Sign
•Observe > Orient > Decide > Act

• First look right to 
clear the sidewalk



2 •Check across the intersection 
to see if cars are waiting to turn left



Scanning Through a Signalized Intersection
•Observe > Orient > Decide > Act



Observe > Traffic patterns; intersections, all kinds; vehicles around you.
Orient > Identify potential conflicts.
Decide > What to do to avoid those conflicts.
Act > To avoid those conflicts whether or 
not the crash would have been your fault.
Do it again > Practice OODA until it’s as natural as driving itself. 

Defensive Driving 
with OODA



OODA + Exercise are great tools for people of all ages,
especially for older drivers.
Exercise and Fitness Benefits:

• Enhances mobility, flexibility and balance
• Helps maintain or lose weight
• Reduces impact of illness and chronic disease
• Better sleep and more energy
• Improves mood and self-confidence
• Boosts cognitive function

Exercise and Fitness
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